My Zazen Sankyu

(san = to participate humbly; kyu=to inquire or explore)

Notebook (4)

Rev. Issho Fujita
with assistance from Tansetz Shibata

Meditation practice emphasizes something
psychological and perceptible of which one can be aware,
and its methodologies and results are no exception. Since
advanced mental activities such as our perception, feeling,
thinking, and volition are corticocerebral functions, l_et's
categorize these as"Head" for the sake of discussion here.
In short, I think meditation tends to be a work that focuses
on"Head".
When I started practicing zazen, I also learned the basics
of Oriental medicine from Shingu Ito and Kanpu Yokota.
One of the things I found interesting was that, in Oriental
medicine, harmony among internal organs is the most
important, and issues associated with"Head" were regarded
as something merely derived from that. This was a thought
provoking suggestion to me because at the time I was a
psychology major graduate student who was unconsciously
inclined to a prejudiced view like "human being =
psychology= Head". I thought,"The functions of"Head"
tend to be unbalanced because of losing harmony among
internal organs which are the bases of our life. We seem
to struggle to solve the problems created by unbalanced
"Head" with still unbalanced "Head". If so, until the
harmony among internal organs is regained and"Head"
starts working properly, there will be no resolution."
Because of our developed corticocerebral functions, human
beings can have self-consciousness, that is, the sense of
"I". And we are living as if"Head"(="I") is the main
character and the body is the servant following orders from
"Head". However, from Oriental medicine's point of view
on life, this view is not only the conceit of"Head", but
also a total misconception of life. "Head" is just a small
part of whole life and should not hold a privileged position.
In order to maintain its existence by adjusting itself to
the environment, life must perform two tasks. First, identify
external enemies and stay away from them. Second,
identify food and eat it. Our"Head" was the fruit of these
abilities highly developed for a long time. As a certain
part is highly developed out of proportion to other parts,
negative impacts from this viewpoint of whole life might

Fragmentary Thought XIII
<Zazen and Functions of Internal Organs 1>
This seemingly strange title is碑en from"Childrens'
Mind and Functions of Internal Organs" written by Shigeo
Miki( 1925-1987), a comparative anatomist. This book,
written primarily for childcare workers, is a precious
reference for me to think about zazen.
Soon after I entered into Antaiji in Japan about 18 years
ago, Misao Hatori( who studied Noguchi Exercise for years
closely under its founder, Sensei Michizo Noguchi, and
recently published her own book" Noguchi Exercise Sensation is Power") sent me this newly published book.
In her attached letter, she encouraged me by saying "I
believe your lifetime will never be wasted by dedicating
yourself in just sitting- to observe and capture yourself in
visceral system by calming down your"body-wall" system.
If you can really feel the existence of your whole self
through breathing, don't you think that it is a monumental
work for mankind= nature= universe?"
Although I had stopped counting-breath-method during
sitting I learned from Rinzai Zen teachers and practiced
Shikan-Taza(= just sitting) wholeheartedly, I was at a loss
- beginning to ask myself"What does it mean to just sit
like this?" repeatedly. Then, this book with the letter came
at just the right moment like providential help. I felt as if
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Fragmentary Thought XIIぐHead" and''Life''>
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start emerging. There are many cases like this found in the
history of evolution. Then, is the development of human
corticocerebral functions one of these cases? I must say it
is up to us.
"Head" left uncorrected might behave like a tyrant
without control. Yet, since we are destined to have such
"Head", we have no choice but to accept it. Why do only
humans engage in activities such as meditation or zazen
that do not contribute directly to our survival? It might be
interesting to study the meaning of meditation and zazen
from perspectives of humans who have the problem of
overgrown"Heads" in their evolutionary process.
I have no intention to get into this issue here. Let me
just point out that, while meditation tends to take an
approach focusing on" Head" and trying to resolve the
issue within its framework, zazen focuses more on our
living whole body-mind, the basis which allows"Head"
exist as it is. If untreated, split and unbalanced life will be
dragged by over-functioning "Head". But if we give
"Head" to the posture of zazen, it will take its naturally
place. The"Head"will take its appropriate place and the
harmonized whole life will work as a unified whale.
As"Points to Watch in Buddhist Training(Gakudo
Yojinshu)" mentioned: The" Way may be entered only
through the harmoniztion of body and mind." I believe that
zazen is a practice rooted in the same deep notion of life as
that of Oriental medicine.

disturbing such rhythm. If Buddhism was born from this
kind of visceral-system-oriented practice, I guess I might
be able to say it is the way of "reviving internal organs".
Is this just my too farfetched interpretation?

my field of vision suddenly opened up.
In this book, there are a lot of thought-provoking
comments and metaphors. For example, "Avidya (=
fundamental ignorance), which is deemed as a root cause
of human sufferings in Buddhism, originally means
uncomfortableness of internal organs.". Other interesting
concepts from this book are'、life memory",'、life vibration",
"Functions of internal organs are supported by resonance
with far-reaching universe." I feel these are comments
connected directly to Buddhism and zazen.
Parts of the human body can be categorized roughly into
the "body-wall" system (such as skin, nerve, and muscle)
and visceral system(such as digestive system, blood vessels,
and kidney). The former controls " animal functions" such
as sensation, transmission, and movement. The latter
controls "plant functions" such as respiration, circulation,
and excretion.
"The main character of life is the visceral system
controlling the appetite for food and sex. "Body-wall"
system controlling sensation and movement serves merely
as the "arms and legs" of the visceral system. However, if
we look at our daily life, we tend to pay most of our attention
to eye-catching "body-wall" system and neglect visceral
system. This means we are literally failing to put first things
first." Following the above comments, Shigeo Miki appeals
for "reevaluation of guts = revival of internal organs". Isn't
this an important issue in the field of childcare and education
as well as a fundamental issue on our whole living?
Let me jump here to the story of the Buddha. It is said
that although the Buddha practiced thoroughly meditation
and asceticism, which were typical practices in India at the
time, he could not satisfy himself with these methods, and
later abandoned them. He chose a unique way of practicing
zazen under the bodhi tree, and eventually attained
enlightenment. I am pondering what this shift in Buddha's
practice really means. Isn't it possible to interpret this as a
"shift from " body-wall"-system-oriented practice to
visceral-system-oriented practice ", borrowing Mr. Miki's
theory?
In "body-wall"-oriented practices, we either aim at
attaining a spiritual tranquility where body is separated from
mind(= meditation), or gaining spiritual freedom through
restraint of the body by hurting and tormenting the body
(=asceticism). These patterns are based on the dualistic
notion created by the brain which is the center of the "body
wall" system. Therefore, the "rhythm of food and sex"
inside of the visceral system is something that should be
abandoned because it disturbs and restrains spiritual
tranquility and freedom.
On the contrary, visceral-system-oriented practices first
release tensions in the "body-wall" system, prepares
conditions for the visceral system to regain its original
rhythm, and the "body-wall" system refrains from

Fragmentary Thought XIV
<Zazen and Functions of Internal Organs 2>
Shigeo M函said, to distinguish between "Head" and
"Heart", "We say " sharp Head", but don't say "sharp
Heart". We say "warm Heart", but don't say "warm Head".
"Head" thinks, and "Heart" feels." By questioning why
Chinese characters, "Head" and ''Heart" were assigned to
the original Japanese words "atama(= head)" and "kokoro
(= heart)" respectively, he reached the conclusion that,
according to their actual physical feeling, ancient Japanese
positioned "atama" to the head, and "kokoro" to the heart.
In other words, the following formulas stand - "atama =
brain = body-wall system" and "kokoro = heart = visceral
system".
If I reexamine zazen using these formulas, I think it must
be a practice emphasizing visceral system. Since it is said
that Buddha reached enlightenment by zazen and zazen is
called "right gate of Buddha way" ("Bendowa" ("On
Endevoring the Way")), I drew the conclusion that we
might be able to say Buddhism is the way of "reviving
internal organs = reviving heart" in the last fragmentary
thought. The distinction between "Head" and "Heart" in
our daily living is quite ambiguous and often used in a
confusing way. The reason I felt shallowness in psychology
when I was studying it might be the suspicion that
psychology actually covers only problems of the "Head"
and refrains from those of "Heart". Though I will not get
into this issue further here, let me point out that, when he
used the word "Heart", its dimension was reaching to a
majestic scale such as symphonies with the universe/nature.
When I read the following passage -- "Plants rooted deep
in the ground are devoting themselves to the harmony with
cosmic rhythms. Their bodies are like capillary vessels of
the gigantic circulatory systems connecting heaven and
earth."-- I recalled the words of Koda Sawaki Roshi such
as "Zazen is to tune in to the universe." "Zazen is a method
to have a switch to the whole universe." They are talking
about the same thing!
Visceral system controls "plant functions" which shift
phases of "food and sex" by corresponding with various
cycles in the universe. It is zazen where our internal "plant
functions" are revealed vividly. If so, it was no coincidence
that the place Buddha sat was under a plant called bodhi
tree and the thing which lead him to an enlightenment was
a bright star at dawn. What is the "picture of Buddha's
enlightenment" telling us? They are plants (zazen, bodhi
tree) and cosmic rhythms(a bright star at dawn). It is the
picture of resonance and symphony between " macro-
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cosmos" and "micro-cosmos (= body)", and that of
responsive communion(kan-no-ko-do) if Zen terms are
used.
We should never overlook the"majesty" kept in zazen
that is often seen as tiny practice at a glance. I have been
recommending"Childrens'Mind and Functions of Internal
Organs" to the friends involved in childcare, because I wish
them to feel that the work of childcare has cosmic expanse,
and therefore, is serious as well as worth doing. From the
same wish, I would like to recommend this book to the
people who practice zazen.
I often see people who think zazen is a solution to
personal sufferings and problems or the cultivation of an
individual. Since these people are simply pulling zazen
down to the levels of an "act of a mere person" "small
talk""Head", its"majesty""cosmic scale""Heart" are left
outside of their fields of view. I think that reexamining
zazen through the theory of Shigeo Miki provides us an
extremely effective clue to the problem that zazen tends to
be taken with a petty view.
In another book, Miki criticized civilization and warned
about the destiny of mankind. "The center of human life
is shifting gradually from the"Heart" to the"Head". This
can be a tendency in the history of human thought evolution
- the shift from "life-centered thinking"(= the "Head"
listening to the voices of the heart) to "logos-centered
thinking"(= "Head" failing to listen to the voices of the
heart). On the other hand, we should not forget a possible
danger that the original relationship between"animal" and
"plant" organs can transform to that of controller and
controlled." Can't we say that the posture of"the Head
listening to the voices of the heart" is zazen, and the path
indicating to recover the relationship between"animal" and
"plant" organs is Buddha way? I think that the time has
come for us to think the meaning of zazen and Buddha
way at much bigger perspective, such as the histories of
civilization, mankind, and evolution.
Many interesting themes were touched off by Miki's
writing such as " ordinary logic = logic of the mind =
discrimination(vikalpa), logic of Buddhism = logic of the
heart= non-discrimination(nirvikalpa)?","life memory =
s t o r e - c o n s c i o u s n e s s、(A l a y a - v i j n an a ) ? " , " t h e
interrelationship between mind an d heart","sensitivities of
internal organs and the formation of language". Let us
depart from the"world of Shigeo Miki" for now, until the
next occasion.

DOGEN ZENJl'S GENJO-KOAN
LECTURE (5)
By Rev. Shohaku Okumura
Soto Zen Education Center

(Text: section 6)
To study the Buddha Way is to study the self. To
study the self is to forget the self. To forget the self is to
be verified by all things. To be verified by all things is
to let the body and mind of the self, and the body and
mind of others, drop off. There is a trace of realization
that cannot be grasped. We endlessly keep expressing
the ungraspable trace of realization."
In sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, DogenZenji discusses delusion
and realization, buddhas and living beings on the basis of
practice. This time, I talk on section 6.
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"To study the Buddha Way is to study the self."
This is the most essential point of Dogen's as well as
Buddha's teaching. In the Dbammapada, one of the earliest
scriptures in Buddhism, Shakyamuni Buddha said, "The
self is the only foundation of the self."
But, what does this really mean? When we say that we
study the Buddha Way, we think "I", this person, studies
some objective thing called the"Buddha Way". "I" is the
subject and the "Buddha Way" is the object. This person
called"I" wants to understand it and make it my'、possession
". This is our common understanding of "I" "study"
"something".
The original Japanese word Dogen uses for "study" is
"narau". The Japanese word"narau" came from"nareru"
that means"to get accustomed","to become familiar with",
"to get used to", or"to become intimate". This is not simply
intellectual study.
The Chinese character for"narau" is"習". The upper
part of this kanji(羽） means bird's wings. The lower part
of this kanji(白） refers to" self". This study is like a baby
bird studies or learns how to fly with its parents. By nature,
a baby bird has the possibility to fly, but a baby bird does
not know how to fly. So the baby watches its parents and
learns how to fly. It tries again and again, and finally it can
fly like its parents. This is the original meaning of to study
here. This is not simply intellectual study. Of course,
intellection is included in the case of a human being, in the
capacity of studying or learning, but only accumulating
knowledge does not allow us to fly(to live out ourselves in
its true meaning). As flying is the essential thing for a bird
(except birds like a penguin or an ostrich), to be a bird, to
study the self is the essential thing for us human beings to
be human. A human being is a living being that needs to
study the self to become the self.

ゴゲ
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Diamond Sutra says. The self is in its self-being empty.
So, we need to forget the self. Even the self that is studying
the Buddha Way should be forgotten. The self forgets the
self in studying the self. This is what we do in our zazen
by opening the hand of thought. We let go of whatever
thoughts, feelings, or emotions, etc. come up from our
selves in our zazen. Letting go is complete negation of
everything coming up from egocentric karmic self. We let
go not only of selfish ideas but also our understanding of
the Dharma. Just sitting (shikantaza) is the complete
negation of the self. And at the same time, in letting go
everything is accepted. Nothing is negated. Everything is
just as it is. Letting go of thought is not killing the thought.
Thoughts are coming up moment by moment, but we just
let go. Thoughts are there, but in our zazen we don't think.
We just sit. Within just sitting everything is just as it is.
Nothing is negated and nothing is affirmed. This just sitting
is the prajna (wisdom) which sees emptiness without
separation of subject and object. Zazen is not a kind of
contemplation as a "method" through which"!"(subject)
can see" emptiness" as object. Practice of just sitting is
itself prajna. This is why Dogen Zenji said in S加bogenzo
Zanmai-0-zanmai,"Sitting is itself buddha dharma." In
S加bogenzo Zuimonki, Dogen Zenji said," Sitting is itself
the true form of the self."

mean to be easy. It is very difficult and it is very deep
practice. In zazen, we accomplish nothing. As Sawaki
Roshi said, zazen is good for nothing. But, zazen is itself
Buddha Dharma. Refraining from doing anything, the self
is illuminated and verified by all things. Just sitting is not
our personal practice. But we let go of our karmic self that
always wants to be satisfied.

、 'To be verified by all things is to let the body and mind
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of the self, and body and mind of others, drop off."
Dropping off body and mind is a translation of"shinjin
datsuraku (身心脱落） ". This is one of the key words in
Dogen Zenji's teachings. Originally this is the expression
used by Dogen's teacher Nyojo Zenji. In the Hokyoki,
Dogen Zenji recorded his conversations with Nyojo Zenji
while he was practicing at the Tientong Monastery. This
expression, shinjin-datsuraku was one of the topics Dogen
Zenji discussed with his teacher repeatedly.
Nyojo said,"Sanzen is dropping off body and mind.
We don't use incense burning, prostration, nenbutsu,
practice of repentance, reading sutras. We only just sit
(shikantaza).
Dogen asked,"What is dropping off body and mind?"
Nyojo said,'、Dropping off body and mind is zazen. When
we just practice zazen, we part from the five desires and
we get rid of the five coverings." Dogen asked,'、If we part
from the five desires and get rid of the five coverings, that
is the same as the teaching taught in the teaching schools.
Thus we are the same as the practitioners of Mahayana and
Hinayana."
Nyojo said, "The descendants of the Ancestor
(Bodhidharma) should not dislike the teachings taught by
Mahayana and Hinayana. If a practitioner is against the
sacred teachings of the Tathagata, how can such a person
be the descendant of buddhas and ancestors?" Dogen asked,
、、In recent times, some skeptical people say that the three
poisonous minds are themselves buddha dharma and the
five desires are themselves the way of the ancestors. If we
get rid of them, it is nothing other than like and dislike.
Such practice is the same as the Hinayana."
Nyojo said,'、If we don't get rid of the three poisonous
minds and the five desires, we are the same as the non
Buddhists in the country of the King Binbisara and his son
Ajatasatthu (at the time of Shakyamuni Buddha). For the
descendants of buddhas and ancestors, if we get rid of even
one covering or one desire, that is a great benefit. That is
the time we meet the buddhas and ancestors."
Nyojo Zenji said that sanzen is dr opping off body and
mind and dropping off body and mind is zazen. He also
said that dropping off body and mind is being free from the
five desires and getting rid of the five coverings. The five
desires are desires caused in our mind by contacting the
objects of the five sense organs. When we see, hear, smell,

"To forget the self is to be verified by all things."
"To be verified by all things" is the same as"all things
coming and carrying out practice/enlightenment through
the self." By totally just sitting, we put our whole being
on the ground of interdependent origination. We do nothing
but just sitting with whole body and mind. Dogen Zenji's
zazen (shikantaza) is a unique practice even within different
kinds of meditation practice in the various traditions of
Buddhism. We don't meditate. Meditation is done by our
mind. But in zazen, we don't do anything with our mind.
We don't count breath. We don't watch breath. We don't
chant mantra. We don't contemplate anything. We don't
try .to concentrate our mind to any particular object. We
have no techniques. We really just sit with both body and
mind. We sit in an upright posture, breathe through the
nose quietly, deeply, and smoothly from our abdomen. We
keep our eyes open. Even when we sit in this posture, our
mind is functioning. Our heart is beating; our stomach is
digesting food we ate even as we sit. Each and every organ
in our body continue to function. There is no reason that
our brain stops working in our zazen. The function of our
brain is secreting thoughts. Thoughts well up in our mind
moment by moment. ·But, we refrain from doing anything
with our thoughts. We just let everything come up freely
and go away freely. We don't grasp anything. We don't
try to control an畑ing. We just sit.
This is such a simple practice. To be simple does not
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紐ste 皿d touch some pleasurable objects, we enjoy them,
we attach ourselves to them, and we want them more 皿d
more. Or if the objects 紅e not pleasurable; we dislike
them and try to keep awayfrom them. But they often come
toward us, so we hate 由em 皿d恥come 叩gry. Greedc叫
皿ger 紅e caused by the five desires.
The five coverings refer to hin由·ances that cover our
mind 皿d prevent it func且oning in a he叫hy way. Those
are coverings of (1) greed!, (2) 皿ger伽tred), (3) sleepiness
or d直lness, (4)直straction and (5) doubt about the principle
of causes and conditions. These five desires and five
coverings are discussed originally in the Daichidoron (a
commentary on 由e Prajn.a P紅amiにSutra by Nag芦juna)
as obstacles in the me叫tion practice. And Ten畑C螂，
the great philosopher of the Chinese Tendai School,
mentioned them in his m皿uall of medi訟tion practice the
Makashikan (L紅ger book of Samatha 皿d Vipassana).
Chigi said that a practitioner should p叩from the five
desires 皿d get rid of the five coverings in the medita杜on
practice called shikan. (s皿atha and Vipassana). Dagen
Zenji was origin叫y or畑ned as a Ten畑 mo叫inJap皿
and was famili紅 with the t図chings and me直tation practice
in the Tendai tradition. Dogen was not satisfied by Ten函
practice and恥gan to practice Zen. Th.at was wh.y Dogen
asked Nyojo if h.e should part from five desires and five
coverings, Zen practice is not different from Tendai
teachings. Until then, Dogen Zenji was loo虹n.g for
some由ing that is different from the teachings he le 紅ned
in the teaching school. But Nyojo said that our practice of
zazen should not be different from the Buddha's teachings
recorded in the sutras and systemi 乙ed in philosophi叫
teaching schools. The next conversation on the s 紅ne topic
between Nyojo and Dogen was as follows.
Nyojo said, "The descendants of the buddhas and
ancestors, should first get rid of the five coverings and
由en the six coverings. Adding the covering of ignor皿ce
to the five coverings makes six coverings. Even if a
practitioner only gets rid of the covering of ignorance 出at
makes the practitioner free from the five coverings. Even
if a practitioner gets rid of the five coverings, if ignor皿ce
is not gotten rid of, the practitioner加s not yet reached the
practice of the buddhas 皿d 皿cestors."
Dogen immediately made a prostration 皿d expressed
gratitude for the teaching. He put his hands in shashu
position 皿d said," Until today, I have not heard of such
an instruction as that which you have given me now,
teacher. Elders, ex匹rienced teachers, monks 皿d dhanna
brothers here do not知ow at all. They have never spoken
like th.is. Today, forrunately, s匹ci叫y I have received your
great compassion 皿d have heard what I have not he 四d
before. This is fortuneate for me, because of the dh四ma
co皿ection from the previous lives. And yet, is 由ere 皿y
secret method to get rid of the five or six coverings?"

The teacher smiled and s叫，""Where have you been
putting your whole energy? T坤t is practicing nothing other
than the dharma to part from the six coverings. The
buddhas 皿d ancestors have not set up any dassification
in practice. They directly point out and si.ngul叫y tr謳呻
the way of departingfrom the five desires 紅1d six coverings
皿d getting free from the five desires. Making effort in
just sitting 皿d dropping off body 皿d mind is the method
to depart from the five coverings and the five desires
Beside t国s, there is nothing at an. Absolutely there is
nothing else. How c皿 it fall into two or血ee?"
This is Tendo Nyojo Zenji's explanation of由opping
off body 皿d mind. Since Nyojo was the original person
who used this expression we should understand based on
Nyojo's teaching. To drop off body 皿d血nd is to be free
from the six coverings, basic社ly that is, the three poisono駆
minds that 紅e the causes of s皿sara. In j⑮ t sitting zazen,
we let go of the three poisono国 minds. This is why Dogen
Zenji said zazen is not a practice of hum皿 beings but the
practice of buddhas.
Dogen 皿d Nyojo talked about dropping off body and
mind one more time in the Hokyoki, as fallows.
Nyojo said,"由e Zazen of arahats 皿d pratyekabuddhas
does not have attac比nent and yet lacks great compassion.
Therefore it is different from the zazen of buddhas and
皿cestors in which they put primary importance on great
compassion and the vow to save all living beings. The
non-Buddhist practitioners in India also practice zazen.
And yet, non-Buddhists have three sicknesses. That is,
at認chment, mistaken views, and arrogance. Therefore,
由eir zazen is differentfrom buddhas' 皿d皿cestors' zazen
Sravaka叫so practice zazen, and yet their compassion i.s
weak. They don't penetrate the true re祉ity of叫l beings
with wisdom. They try to improve only themselves and
cut off the seeds of Buddha. Therefore, their zazen is
differentfrom buddhas' 皿d ancestors' zazen. In buddhas'
and ancestors' zazen, they wish to gather all buddha dhanna
from the time they first 紅ouse bod証mind. Within zazen,
they don't forget living beings. They don't abandon living
加ings. They offer a compassionate he紅t to even an i血ect.
The�vow to save all living beings and they dedicate叫
ments to all living beings. Therefore, buddhas and
叫estors practice乙azen within the world of desire. Even
wi出in the world of desire, they have the best connection
with this jambudvipa. They practice many virtues
generation after generation and叫low their mind to be
flexible.
Dogen made a prostration and said,"W血t do you me皿
by allowing the mind to be flexible?"
Nyojo said, "Affirming buddhas' and ancestors'
dropping off body and mind is the flexible mind. This is
called the mind-seal of buddhas and ancestors. Dogen made
prostrations six times.
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made a mistake,Nyojo must have corrected it. I don't think
it was possible to make such a mistake. Anyway, many
people discuss this expression in their own way because it
is an essential point in DogenZenji's teachings and practice.
What does shinjin-datsuraku mean in our practice? The
literal meaning of the Chinese character datsu (脱） means
"to take off" or"slough off" and raku(落） means"to drop
off","cast off" or"fall down". Professor Carl Bielefeldt
translates this expression"slough off body and mind". This
translation puts emphasis on the first half of the compound,
"datsu"."Dropping or casting off" puts emphasis on the
second half,"raku".
We always wear clothing from the time of our birth until
our death. Clothing indicates the class or occupation of a
person in society. Monks wear a monk's robe. An emperor
wears an emperor's garment. Soldiers wear a soldier's
uniform depending upon their position. Farmers wear
farmers' clothes. Rich people wear luxurious garments.
Poor people wear cheap clothes. Clothing also shows the
national, cultural or religious back ground of a person.
Chinese wear Chinese clothes. Japanese wear Japanese
clothes. Americans wear like American, and Indian's wear
an Indian costume. When we see people's clothing we see
who people are in society.
It is not only clothes that we put on to cover our selves.
We wear costumes that show us as rich, poor, or middle
class. Occupations such as a doctor, lawyer, mechanic,
priest, students, and teacher, etc are also a kind of clothing.
But when we sit facing the wall and let go of thought and
let go of any association with others, we take off all the
clothing. When we just sit facing the wall, and let go of
thought and association, at that time I am not a Japanese
Buddhist priest. We are neither Japanese nor American.
We are neither rich nor poor. We are neither Buddhist nor
Christian. We are Japanese or American, Buddhist or
Christian, man or woman, only when we compare ourselves
with others. When I compare myself with Americans, I
am a Japanese. Until I knew that there are some people
who are not Japanese, I didn't know that I was a Japanese.
When we just sit, we are neither deluded living beings nor
enlightened buddha. We are neither alive nor dead. We
are just as we are. That's it. We take off all the clothes
and become a naked being in zazen.
Since our birth, we have had many different
experiences. In the process of experiencing billions of
things, we create a self-image such as, we are capable or
not. We are superior or inferior. We are rich or poor. We
are honest or not. This is how we define ourselves. And
we grasp ourselves as, for example, rich, superior, capable
person or a poor, inferior, stupid person. These are the
selves created by karma. When we sit in zazen and let go,
all these self images are un grasped. When we open our
hands, all these concepts drop off. Our body and mind are

The above are the conversations about dropping off body
and mind between Dogen and Nyojo recorded by Dogen
himself.
Traditionally, many people think that DogenZenji had
an enlightenment experience when Nyojo scolded a monk
sitting next to Dogen saying,"Zazen is dropping off body
and mind. Why are you just sleeping?" This story
originally appeared in DogenZenji's biography written by
Keizan JokinZenji in Denkoroku(Transmission of Llght).
Today, some Dogen scholars --for example, Prof. Sugio
Genyu of Yamaguchi University and Prof. Ishii Shu.do of
Komazawa University-- think this is a made-up story by
Keizan. Otherwise, Dogen Zenji's criticism against the
practice for attaining kensho experience becomes
contradicted by his own experience. Prof. Ishii said this is
the worst made-up story in that it causes misunderstanding
of Dogen Zenji's teachings. Dogen Zenji himself never
wrote of such a one- time experience in any of his writings.
In his lecture on Bendowa (in the magazine Sansho
published Eiheiji, in July, 1999), Suzuki Kakuzen Roshi
agreed with Sugio and Ishii and said,'、In the case of Dogen
Zenji, his religious experience is not attaining some sudden
and special psychological satori experience. Dogen never
talked about such an experience in Shobogenzo. In his
teachings, realization is a deep awareness of the fact that
the existence of the self is not a personal possession of the
self."
I also agree with these people. Since Dogen Zenji
himself recorded his own conversations about dropping off
body and mind, we should trust his own writing instead of
a made-up story by a later person. Nyojo Zenji said,
"Sanzen is dropping off body and mind." And also said,
、、Dropping off body and mind is zazen." Dropping off body
and mind is not some special condition of our psychology
caused by a certain experience caused by zazen practice.
But zazen is itself dropping off body and mind.
About thirty years ago, when I was a student at
Komazawa University, I read, "Kobutsu no manebi
(Imitation of Ancient Buddhas)", in which Dr. Takasaki
Jikido raised a question that when Nyojo said" shinjin
datsuraku" Dogen misunderstood the Chinese expression.
What Nyojo said was"心塵脱落 " (Dropping off mind
dust) instead of"身心脱落"(dropping off body and mind).
Dogen misunderstood Nyojo's words because both are
pronounced shinjin. Some scholars counter argued and
said,心 塵and 身心has a different tone in Chinese, so
Dogen Zenji would not make such a mistake. I think, if
DogenZenji heard NyojoZenji's words only once such as
in the made-up story in Denkoroku, it might be possible to
misunderstand. But DogenZenji discussed the expression
sinjin-datsuraku with Nyojo at least three times in Hokyoki
and he himself recorded them. Within his conversation,
Dogen must have pron unced the expression and if Dogen

。
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released from karmic bands. This is what datsuraku
me皿s.
As Nyojo Zenji said, when we just sit and let go of
thou旦ht, we 紅e released from the five desires and six
covenngs. We 紅e not pulled by objects. We 紅e released
from the three poisonous minds that bind us within
sams紅a. This just sitting zazen is itself the practice of
nirvana.
I皿a Buddl比st priest. I皿my wife's husb皿d. I
皿my children's father. When I am with my f皿ily, I
皿a father. So, I try to play a role of a father at home.
When I give a lee国e, I am a teacher. So, I try to do my
best to talk on Dogen Zenji's teachings in the most
underst 皿cfable way, though. I don't know whether I am
successful or not. These are the costumes I put on in
each si血tion. And I define myself as a father or a teacher,
皿d I try to do my best to play the role in each situation.
But when I sit facing the w叫，l 皿 not a father. I am not
a Buddhist priest I皿nothing. I皿empty. I am jlllst
who I皿. This is liberation. from my karmic life.
To be verified by all things is to let the body and mind
of the self andl the body and mind of others drop off."
This means that the separation between self皿d others is
d ropped off. Zazen reveals the total reality of
interdependent origination. When we let go of由ought,
we put o国 whole being in由e re叫ity of interpenetrating
reality. This is how we are verified by all beings.

of Dogen Zenji's teaching in Genjoko皿. When we
actu叫y practice in this way we can truly see that practice
叫re叫ization 紅e one. Without practice there is no
such t比ng called enlighte皿ent. We usual』y t血k
practice is one血ng皿dlenlighte皿ent is another; 出at
practice is出e means皿d enlightemnent is the rew叫．
This is not correct. In truth, realization is within the
process of practice moment by moment.

鬱[

"There is a紅『ace o『 realization that carnnot be
gr邸ped."
The original expression Dogen. Zenji uses for"c皿ot
be grasped" is " /;叩ukatsu". Kyu (休） me皿s to be in
rest. It is not working, not in action. Katsu (歌） means
to stop. Trace of re叫zation皿dkyulcatsu 紅e contradicted.
Kyukatsu means to be traceless. Trace of enlightenment
is to rest and stop being. This sentence means that there
is a traceless trace of realization. Dogen is saying,"there
is" and"由ere is not" at由e s皿e time. As soon as we
grasp it we miss it. We just keep going on practicing
without grasping the trace of realization. When we血nk
that now, I am verified by all血ngs, we already miss it
Just practice, 出en the trace is there皿d yet isn't. T註s
trace is like the trace of a birds flying. It is there but we
c皿not see it. Trace is 、there but we c皿ot grasp it. When
we try to宮asp it we miss it When we open our血nds, it
is there.

鐙約三 ． .-,,,,
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"We e叫lessly keep expressRng the u唸iraspable trace
o『reaUzatfon."
In our prachce of z立en 皿d the activities of our d叫y
lives, we try to express this traceless紅ace of realization.
We need to皿ke皿 effort to find how we c皿 express
the reality of interde芦ndent origination. This is the point
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FROM THE SOTO ZEN ADMINIS丁RATIVE
OFFICE ANDビDUCATION CENTER

附e Soto Zen Education Center has been moved from Los j Angeles to S

皿

the end of July, 1999. The new office is located at Soko i Soto Mission.
The address is: 1691 Laguna Street, San Francisco, CA 94115.
Telephone 415-.567-7686 / Facsimile 415-567-0200

Fr皿cisco at

圃 ev. Egyoku Nakao was installed as the Abbess of Zen Center of Los Angeles.
Her installation ceremony was held on fone 12, 1999.

SOTO ZEN EDUCATION CENTER ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
September, 1999 to March, 2000
DHARMA STUDY GAQUP
On Sundays、- SeptemHer 12, October 10, November, 28,Decemb�rJQ,
On Sundays�Janu01y 9,Februaryl3, March]2,2000
8:30皿Zazen, 9:10am Mor血g Service,
9:30 am Work Period, 1():00皿Lecture

LECTURE SERIES ON BUDDHISM
At Sokoji Temple, S皿Fr皿cisco, CA
On Fridays - September10,.0ctoberl, November 5, December 3,
6:30 pmZazen, 7:JOpmLectute
Led by Rev; TaigenD皿id Leighton English
Text LotusSutra
Fo.rmo.re i直orrnation c叫Sokoji: ·. (415) 346�7540
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SESSHIN
December 1 7, 1999 (Rohatsu Sesshin)
At Milwaukee zen Cente戸n lvfilwaukee, Wisqonsi.n
For more i:nformation call Milwaukee Ze111 Center(414) 963.()526

~

February 18 ,._, 25, 2000 (Ne加ne Sesshin)
At Zen Comm皿ity of Oregonin Corbett, Oregon
For more information call Zen Commw出y of Oregon (503) 282-7ITT9
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